FCA Safety Update

FCA CREST Award Registration Closes Soon!
The March 3 registration deadline for the CREST Awards is almost here! FCA members only have a week left to register and have their safety efforts internationally-recognized. Past finalists and winners have leveraged their CREST status to reduce insurance costs and win jobs. Don’t miss your chance, register for the CREST Awards at esafetyline.net/FCAAward.

FCA Holds Safety Webinar on OSHA’s New Respirable Silica Standard for Construction
FCA recently held a webinar on OSHA’s New Respirable Crystalline Silica Standard for construction. Companies must comply with the new standard (which cannot be repealed) by June 23, 2017. Non-compliance could result in a citation packet starting with four citations totaling $50k. Presenter Drew Page explained the standard’s requirements, its impact on contractors and steps for compliance. Click here to watch the webinar.

FCA Toolbox Talk Program
More and more FCA members are utilizing the FCA Toolbox Talk Program. The program is free of charge to FCA members and features a comprehensive library of talks (in both English and Spanish) that are both trade and industry specific. The program also features a calendar of talks members can follow. If you would like to take advantage of this program, contact Darlene Shonder.

FCA Safety Calls
The FCA Safety Calls are open to all FCA members and held on the fourth Tuesday of every month at 2 PM CT. All FCA members are welcome and encouraged to participate. The next call will be held Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 2 PM CT. Contact Darlene Shonder if you are interested in attending.

Your Safety Questions Answered by Professionals at No Cost!

FCA SAFETY Line™
(844) 414-SAFE

Electrical Safety
OSHA estimates that 350 electrical-related fatalities occur each year. That is almost 1 person a day who will no longer be in the lives of their friends, parents, siblings, or children.

PPE Focus:
Arc Flash Protection
Electricity can be dangerous; this is a fact that we all know. Why don’t we always treat it as such, though? Is it because we are far too familiar with it?

Classification Of Powered Industrial Trucks And OSHA Forklift Regulations
OSHA defines a powered industrial truck (PIT) as any mobile, power-propelled truck used to carry, push, pull, lift, stack, or tier materials, whether ridden by the operator or controlled by a walking operator. Companies who use PITs are required to provide training consisting of formal instruction...
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